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1. Introduction
In this paper we deal with control problem for semilinear parabolic 

type equation in Hilbert space H as follows.

d 代
/ 、 方訐(')=&)£(') +上。一 ")+ / a(5)A2x(f + s)d5
(1・1) dt J_k

+ /(/, x(i)) + Bou(f), t e (0, T].

Let Aq be the operator associated with a sesquilineax form defined on 
V xV satisfying G日?ding's inequality and the operators Ay and be 
a bounded linear operators from V to V*.  With the aid of the solution 
semigroup and fundamental solution of (1.1) that was constructed in 
[9] the equation (1.1) can be transformed onto an abstract equation

(1.2) 备z(t) = Az(t) + J고(2")) 4- Bu(t)

in the product space Z ~ H x L2(—7i,0; V). The results of this paper 
is made up two parts: The first is to give wellposedness and regularity 
in section 2. We will give the result by using the intermediate property 
and contraction mapping principle. Next, by assuming that the system 
of generalized eigenspaces of A is complete in Z, we establish necessary 
and sufficient condition for the approximate controllability for (1.2) 
in section 3. Our purpose is to seek the condition for linear system 
where F = 0 and the equivalence of the controllability for between the 
semilinear system and the associated linear system.
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2. Wellposedness and regularity
We consider the problem of control for the following retarded func

tional differential equation of parabolic type with nonlinear term

c、 克漕«)= 4时(t) + Axx(t - h) a(s)A2X(t + s)ds
(2.1) 贞 J_k

(2.2) x(0) = g七 x(5)= g'(s))s E [—A,0).

in Hilbert space in H. Let V be another Hilbert space such that V C 
H C V*.  포he notations |-|, ||*||  denote the norms of H> V respectively 
as usual. Let Aq be the operator associated with a sesquilinear form

(Aqu, v) = —a(u, v), u, v G V,

where a(u, v) is a bounded sesquilinear form in V X V satisfying Gar- 
ding^ inequality. The operators Ax and A2 are bounded linear opera
tors from V to V*  such that they map D(Aq) into H. We may assume 
that (Z7(4o),目)1/2,2 = V satisfying

(2-3) II이Gil이%、)I이i/2

for some a constant Ci > 0 where (D(Ao), denotes the real in
terpolation space between D(Aq) and H ( see R. Seeley ([6])). The 
function a(-) is assume to be a real valued Holder continous in [—7i,0].

is a bounded linear operator from some Banach space U to H. Re
placing intei;midiate space F in the pape호 [1」with the space H, we 
can derive the results of G. Blasio, K. Kunisch and E. Sinestrari ([1]) 
regading term by term to deduce the following result.

Proposition 2.1. Let g = (g七T) e Z = H x L2(-h,0； V) and 
f C L2(0, T; V*).  Then for each 꼬 > 0, a solution x of the equation 
(2.1) and (2.2) belongs to

£2(0, T; V) n W1)2(0, T; V*)  C C([0,幻;H).

Moreover, for some constant Ct we have

II끼1乙2("卩)泌丄2(0,幻任)<Cr(\gQ\ + llg'lk，호(_也o；u)

+ 幻 u))・
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THEOREM 2.1. Let f be a nonlinear mapping from 决 x V into H 
and assume that for any Xi, X2 EV there exists a constant L > 0 such 
that

< 기 gl - 叼 II 
如0) = 0.

Then there exists a unique solution x of (2.1) and (2.2) such that

x e l2(o, t； V) n w1)2(o,t； v*)  c c([o, t]； h)・

for any g = (g七g') E Z — H x L2(—/i; V). Moreover, there exists a 
constant C such that

II 끼|乙2(顷；卩)「明辛(0，幻U* )< C(|g°| + ||g'|| 乙 2(f(w)+ || 이匕气。，幻【/))•

Proof. Let us fix T G (0, h) such that

(2.4) CiCtL(T]J部 < 1.

For t = 1 2, we consider the following equation.

d f°
瓦g0)=刀•(灿(t) + _ h，、) J a(s)&g,(t + s)ds

+ 시双0)) + t e (0,T]
v«(0) = g°, ，Js) = gi(s), sc[T,0).

From theorem 3.3 of [1] and uniformly Lipschitz continuous of f it 
follows that

WlJl — 02||l2(o,t；DQ4o))cWL2(O,T；H) < CtIIJY'Zi) - /(', X2)||l2(0)T;H), 
ll/C-^l) - •/'(•,Z2)||z，2(o,t；H) < 이：阵 - 2시|z，2(o,t；1/)・

Using the Holder inequality we also obtain that

(2.5) \\yi — 切||乙2(o,幻丑)< 一歹|加 -，이|wl2(o,t；h),
匕
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and hence, from (2.3) and (2.5)

lll/i - 2시Iz，2(o,t*)< CiCtL(T/Vq.^Wxx - a시|z，2(o,t；d

So by virtue of the condition (2.4) the contraction principle gives that 
the equation of (2.1) and (2.2) has a unique solution in [—hy T],

Let z(・)be a solution of (2.1) and (2.2) and ?/(•) be a solution of 
following equation.

d y*0
—i/(i) = AQy{t) + Aryit - h) + J a(s)A2y(t + s)ds

+ t € (0, T]
v(o) = g°,灰s) = g'(s), s € [-A,o).

In virtue of Theorem 3.3 ([1]) we have

Ik - y||L2(0,T;D(Ao))nVri.2(0,T,H) < Gr|顷•，圳|z，2(o，幻反)

< CtL()\x - y||L2(o,r；v)+ I団Iz，2(o,t,v)).

Combining (2.3), (2.5) and above inequality we have

\\x — !/I|l2(0,T;V) V Ci\\x —，||£2(o，幻 o(Ao)) 也 — 训£호 (0, 幻 H)

M CtL(\\x —训乙2(wv)+ ll'll乙2(w；u)).

Therefore, we have

II，- 皿* ,w)< 匸爲而用귀I이心(W”,

\ * Z ]
”이叫°‘m)- 1=5^讯旬

Combining Proposition 2.1 and (2.6) we obtain

II이k，2(o,T,u)nwi，2(o,T；v* )< Gr(|go| + + 기I씨Iz，2(o,t；v)

+ II 이 Iz，2(o,t：u))
< Gr(|go| + I妒lk，2(o,T；u)+ ll«lk2(o,r：i/)

+ 1二GG言(幻，;②侦训"(。，理，))

으 c，(|go| + l|g'llz，2(o,T；u)+ II이心®：。))，
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Since the condition (2.4) is independent c*  initial value, the solution 
of (2.1) and (2.2) can be extended to the interval [—h,nT] for n is a 
natual number, and so the proof is complete.

3. Approximate controllability
In this section we consider the approximate controllability of re- 

tardsed system with nonmlinear term. Our method is derived to the 
relation between nonlinear system and linear system. Let Z = H x 
L2(—A,0; V) be the state space and be a product Hilbert space with 
the norm

/o
|"(s)||2*)*,  g = (gO,g】)cZ.

h

Let g £ Z and x(t; Bqu) be a solution of the equation (2.1) and
(2.2) associated with nonlinear term f and control Bqu at time t. In 
view of the result of Theorem 2.1 considered as an equation in V,  we 
can define the solution semigroup for the problem (2.1) and (2.2) as 
follows:

*

(3.1) S(t)g = (끼：£;们0,0), 虹(・;们0,0))

where g — (g^g1) E Z, Q) is the solution of (2.1) and (2.2)
with /(t, x) = 0 and Bo = 0 and 0,0) = x(t + s; gr,0,0) defined 
in [—A, 0].

For the sake of simplicity, we assume that S(t) is uniformly bounded, 
that is, there exists a constant M >1 such that

(3.2) ||S(圳|z <

The equation (2.1) and (2.2) can be transformed into an abstract equa
tion:

(3.3) z(t) = Az(t) + P(z(t)) + Bu(t),
(3.4) z(。)= g,
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where belongs to the Hilbert space Z and g =
(9七 9‘)£ Z・ The operator A is the infinitesimal generator of C& 
semigroup S(t), 1구(z(£)) = (/(i,x(t)),0) and Bu = The mi너
solution of initial problem (3.3) and (3.4) is the following form:

z(t； g, /, Bu) = S(t)g + f S(t — s)F(z(s))ds + / S(t — s)Bu(s)ds.
Jo Jo

Let crp(A) be the point spectrum of A and a0(A) be the set of all poles 
of (/z — A)~l. Let A be a pole of the resolvent of A of order k\. Then 
the generalized eigenspace corresponding to A is given by

ZA = Ker(AI -

We define reachable sets for the semilinear system of (3.3) and (3.4), 
and the linear system in case where / = 0. For T > 0^ g E Z and 
u G £2(0, T; U) we set

Lr(g) = {z(T；g,0,B必:u € L2(0,T;^)},
Rr(g) = {Z(T-,g,f,Bu): u e L2(0,T;^)),

L(g) = Ut>o•乙 T(g), R(g) = Ut>oRt(9).

Since Z is reflexive space, we can consider the dual system of the prob
lem (3.3) and (3.4). Moreover we introduce the unobservable subspace 
for the dual system of the problem (3.3) and (3.4):

Nt = N =「¥「>/「

Here, the adjoint operator B*  of B is defined by

BW=B/ © = Z*.

It is known that L^(0) is independent of T in case where the controller 
B is identity operator.

DEFINITION 3.1. (the case linear system, that is, F 三 0) For any 
A € o-p(A),

(1) the system of (3.3) and (3.4) is said to be ZA-controllable (resp. 
in time 꼬) for initial value g if Z  U •乙(g) (resp. Z\ C 乙/(g)).*

(2) The dual system of (3.3) and (3.4) is said to be Zy-oberservable 
(resp. in the time 丁) if N「1 Z： = {0} (resp. Nt Q Z^-~ {0}), 
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where Z~ is the gene호alized eigenspacfe for A which is an eigenvalue of 
A*  and the symbol bar denotes the closure,

We can also define approximate controllability for the semiEnear 
system in case where F # 0 by replacing the reachable set Lt by R^- 
From using the duality theorem we obtain that the system of (3.3) and
(3.4) is Zx-controllable in time T in Z if and only if the system of (3.3) 
and (3.4) is Z^-controllable in Z, that is, independent of the time.

DEFINimON 3.2. The system of generalized eigenspaces of A is com
plete in Z if

ci(u 人 s(a)Z*)  = Z.

Definition 3.3. 0he linear case)
(1) The system of (3.3) and (3.4) is said to be Z-approximately 

controllable for initial value g (resp. in time T) if L(g) = Z 
(resp. L「(g) = Z).

(2) The dual system of (3.3) and (3.4) is Z  - cont tollable (resp. in 
time T) if TV = {0} (resp. Nt = {0}).

*

Let us assume that crp(A) = ao(A) and the system of generalized 
eigenspaces of A is complete in Z. Then it is easily seen that

(3.5) £t(9)= Z L(g) = Z -<=> Lr(。) = Z

for any g E Z. In what follows we assume that f is uniformly bounded 
on [0, oo) x 丑，that is, there exists a positive constant M such that

(3.6) IMx)|<M

for each i > 0 and x € If the assumption (3.6) is satisfied then 
ILf(z)||z W M for any z E Z. We can prove following Theorem by 
modifying an argument in [10].

THEOREM 3.1. Let us assume that the condition (3.6), <rp(A)= 
ao(-A) and the system of generalized, eigenspaces of A is complete in Z. 
Then for any g £ Z〉Lr(g) = Z if and only if R?(g) = Z.

Proof. (Sufficiency) Since £丁(0) is a closed linear subspace there 
exists a z0 G Z such that 시| ™ 1 and — 히| : z € 乙f(0)} >
Let g € Z be arbitrary and let

(3-7) |r|>2(M||g||z + M2/).
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Then vz^ 牛 In fact, combining (3.6) and (3.7) we obtain that

\\z(t;g,f,Bu) -rz0\\z > II / S(S s)Bu(s)ds — rz°||z 시|S0)g||z 
Jo
-II / S0 - s)F(z(s))쎄z

Jo
>^-M\\g\\z-M2T 

厶
> 0.

(Necessity) Let e > 0 and C Z and let 8 < |cM2. Put z°(s)= 
z(s;g,f 0) and zx = z(끄 一 毎们£0), where z(꼬 一 毎们人0) = S(T 一 
8、)g + jF" S(T — 8 — s)F(z()(s))d& Consider the following problem:

瓦 y(t) = ^y(i) + Bu(t\ T — 8 v $ MT〉

y(T - 6)=令・

Then from (3.5) there exists u\ E L2(T —如 T; U) such that

(3・8) llg(꼬) - 쎄 < $

where t/U1(T) = $(#)句 + S(T — s)Bui{s)ds. Now we set

,JO, ifs< 끄一毎
“⑶―i 勺(s), HT-6 <s<T.

Then v E L2(0, T; U) and from (3.6) and (3.8) we obtain that

Bv)-zq\\z < ||S0)zi+ f S(T - s)Bu^s)ds - zQ\\z 
JT~S

+ || [T )F(%(s))ds||z 
JT-8

V ； + M26 < e.
2 —

Hence the proof is complete.
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